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Abstract

Medical expertise research has focused on why experienced physicians display remarkable performance in solving clinical problems and how this competency develops over many years of education and practice. The contemporary theory on the development of expertise in medicine proposes that students progress through different stages of knowledge restructuring (i.e., encapsulation and illness script) in which their knowledge is finely tuned towards practical situations. Although research in clinical case paradigm has provided us with a better understanding of the differences between students and doctors, it has almost exclusively focused on diagnostic performance, and patient management has received substantially less attention. This reflects an incomplete picture of a medical expert, as management is not only a crucial step in patient workup, but it is also highly connected to experience with patients. In their daily practice, doctors always diagnose and manage patients concurrently; hence, after a large number of patient encounters in practical settings, these two types of knowledge become integrated into one another. In order to incorporate management into contemporary theory, it is proposed that it should be considered as a part of the illness script structure. In the way towards expertise, knowledge about patient management becomes more prominent, and so an investigation of management knowledge could ultimately enable us to broaden our understanding of medical expertise.
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Introduction

The research area that attempts to understand how doctors are able to deal with such diverse and complex problems is called medical expertise research. It has focused on why experienced physicians display such remarkable performance and how this competency develops over many years of education and practice [1-3]. This type of research can have significant impact on medical education as it guides medical educators on how to train medical students.

Although research on the development of medical expertise has a long tradition [1,3,4], medicine is obviously not the only domain that expertise research has been carried out on. One of the most dominant and influential domains of expertise research is chess, pioneered by the Dutch psychologist and chess master Adriaan de Groot. In his studies, he presented a chess position for a short period of time to chess players of different levels of expertise and asked them to think about the next move [5]. The strongest players (i.e. chess masters), unlike novices, were able to identify the best next move. Another task given to the participants was that they were asked to reconstruct pieces on the board after they had been removed from the board. This recall task was found to sharply discriminate between masters and non-masters, as non-masters failed to reproduce the position, while masters were able to put the pieces back on the right position.

The superiority of chess masters in reproducing the positions can be explained by their ability to perceive the pieces in clusters, and to recognize patterns of positions that they had seen before [6]. This superiority of experts in dealing with familiar patterns has been shown in a broad
Contemporary theory of medical expertise

In particular, in these studies, doctors and medical students were asked to read a clinical case description for a few minutes followed by a diagnosis. Next they were asked to recall whatever they remembered from the case and to explain the signs and symptoms displayed in the case (i.e., pathophysiological explanation). This approach to study medical expertise is called the clinical case paradigm [15-20]. Examples of pathophysiological protocols provided by a doctor and a medical student are presented in Table 2. As was expected, the results showed that experienced doctors always diagnosed the case more accurately than medical students. The novices’ performance was also predictably below that of the other groups. However the results from the students at an intermediate level were rather counterintuitive and unlike the findings in similar studies in other domains of expertise. They recalled more and explained the signs and symptoms more elaborately than both the doctors and novices. The question that arises here is that if doctors know more about everything in medicine than medical students, then why do they recall less than medical students? The analysis of the protocols uncovered the cause of this finding in medicine (see Table 2). It showed that doctors and students used different types of knowledge while solving clinical cases. That is, doctors use their clinical knowledge (i.e., the ways in which a disease manifests itself) to understand the problem, whereas, medical students apply their biomedical knowledge (i.e., the basic mechanisms and functioning of the human body and pathological process underlying the manifestation of diseases).

Table 1 Case description of Congestive Heart Failure(CHF)

A 70-year old female is admitted into the hospital because of increasing shortness of breath. History taking reveals that the patient has been very tired lately and tolerates her food badly. Sometimes she has chest pain, especially after dinner. She has admitted several times in C.C.U. The history of hypertension and hyperlipidemia is positive. Physical examination shows a pale and tired woman. She has an irregular, unequal pulse of 100/min. The blood pressure is 110/70 mmHg and Jugular Venous Pressure (JVP) is elevated. The patient has widespread peripheral edema and positive jugular venous pulsations. The heart is enlarged to all sides, and auscultation reveals a holosystolic murmur at the apex radiating towards the axilla. Lungs auscultation reveals rales at both sides at bases. The thoracic X-ray shows congestion of the lungs and an enlarged heart. Echocardiography shows an enlarged left atrium and ventricle. ECG reveals atrial fibrillation.

Array of domains such as thermal-hydraulics [7], air traffic control [8], architecture [9], circuit techniques [10], sports [11,12] and art [13]. Strongly influenced by the pioneering research in chess, in studies in these domains, participants of different expertise levels were also confronted with a task that could be evaluated (like the accuracy of a chess move) and was often followed by a recall task [14]. In other words, the paradigm that was introduced with chess studies was translated to many other areas of expertise research. In medicine, for instance, participants had to study a clinical case description (see Table 1), provide an accurate diagnosis, and eventually recall and explain the information in the case (i.e., free recall).

Table 2 Pathophysiological explanation of the fourth-year medical students and the internist (expert doctor)

Pathophysiological explanation of the fourth-year medical students: As a result of increased pressure in pulmonary arteries due to the pressure and volume overload in left atrium and ventricle, the blood flows from left side of the heart and subsequently backs up in the pulmonary circulation. This leads to a congestion of lungs and extravagation of the fluid and causes shortness of breath in the patient.

Pathophysiological explanation of the internist: Both the anemia and atrial fibrillation have worsened the forward and backward heart failure of the patient that leads to pulmonary edema.

In the protocol produced by a fourth-year medical student displayed in Table 2, he has focused on isolated signs and symptoms (such as edema or dyspnea) and seems to have attempted to understand the case by relating each of these to some pathophysiological mechanism (i.e., mechanisms of edema or mechanisms of pump failure). This is because students acquire extensive biomedical knowledge through courses in the basic sciences at the first stages of their medical training. Therefore, in order to make sense of the information provided in a clinical case, they will use their detailed, elaborate biomedical knowledge and thus they are more likely to remember the details better than doctors. As a result of this detailed processing as well as a lack of relevant knowledge, the fourth-year student will experience more difficulty in providing an accurate diagnosis. On the other hand, the doctor does not explicitly refer to the biomedical concepts anymore in the protocol (see Table 2). Examination of the doctor’s protocol shows that a few clinical concepts like forward failure or venous congestion were used to explain the case. These concepts are sufficient to understand all relevant signs and symptoms without the need to engage in a detailed biomedical mode as most students do. This is why the protocols of experts contain hardly any biomedical concepts but mainly clinical concepts. Schmidt and Boshuizen [21,22] have called these concepts “encap-
sulated” because they summarize such biomedical knowledge under diagnostic labels (e.g., forward failure and pulmonary edema) which are simplified causal models that explain signs and symptoms. These encapsulated concepts develop as a result of extensive application of biomedical knowledge and especially through encounter with patient problems in medical diagnostic situations [3, 19-22].

However, knowledge encapsulation is not the last stage in the course towards expertise. Having encapsulated concepts such as forward failure is not enough to enable doctors to deal with real patients. Instead of using biomedical knowledge, the features that characterize the clinical presentation of a disease become the anchor points of experts’ reasoning. An expert’s knowledge is much richer than encapsulated knowledge, and it contains much more information about all different facets of diseases: about how diseases are acquired, how they manifest in patients, and which risk factors predispose them. When doctors would see a patient like the older woman described in Table 1, a diagnosis of Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) quickly pops into their mind as they recognize the pattern of the clinical presentation of the disease that has been formed as a result of having seen many similar patients.

### Table 3 The Illness script of Congestive Heart Failure (CHF)

| Faults: forward failure, backward failure, venous congestion, pulmonary edema, right-sided heart failure, left-sided heart failure |
| Consequences: dyspnea, chest pain, peripheral edema, raised JVP, indigestion, cardiomegaly |
| Enabling conditions: old age, previous coronary artery diseases, previous CCU admission, smoking, hypertension, hyperlipidemia |

All the information about diseases that doctors have is organized in a structure called the illness script. It is an integrated knowledge structure consisting of at least three parts: faults, consequences, and enabling conditions [23]. Faults are pathophysiological malfunctions that constitute the biomedical core of the disease and are usually subsumed under a diagnostic label (e.g., forward failure, pulmonary edema). Consequences are about the clinical manifestations of a disease such as complaints, signs and symptoms (e.g. chest pain, dyspnea, fatigue). Finally, enabling conditions are the patient’s background information that generally makes the occurrence of a certain disease more or less likely (e.g., age, sex, medical history, drug history, family history of diseases, occupation, and living environment [24-26]. For the CHF case, hypertension, hyperlipidemia and old age are enabling conditions. Table 3 shows the illness script of congestive heart failure.

Illness scripts and encapsulated knowledge are formed during the course of years of training and practice, hence, they differ strongly between students and doctors [3,27,28]. In the early stages of medical expertise development, biomedical knowledge plays an important role in constructing scripts for diseases. As students begin to practice with actual patients, their biomedical knowledge becomes encapsulated and will be reorganized into the illness scripts (i.e. fault section). In this phase, the newly formed illness scripts consist of signs, symptoms, and complaints (i.e., consequences) that are held together by a network of biomedical explanations [25]. With increasing expertise, the role of biomedical knowledge becomes less important; while simultaneously the role of enabling condition of diseases becomes more important. The integration of enabling conditions into illness scripts is a consequence of long period of clinical practice with real patients [3,25,27]. Enabling conditions give valuable information on how to quickly recognize diseases in daily practice. In the example mentioned above on congestive heart failure for instance, several risk factors like hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and previous cardiac problems in an old patient with increasing shortness of breath, are crucial to the doctor in picking CHF as the diagnosis, whereas in the absence of the above enabling conditions, in patient with an increasing shortness of breath, diagnostic hypotheses such asthma attack, pneumonia, pulmonary emboli, or COPD become more relevant. As a result of limited experience with actual patients in medical students, their knowledge about enabling conditions is not yet integrated in their still developing illness scripts. Consequently, they cannot benefit to the same extent as experts from the enabling conditions when diagnosing a case. In sum, the presented theory on the development of expertise in medicine proposes that students progress through different stages towards expertise. The encapsulated knowledge and illness script are two major processes of knowledge restructuring in which the medical students’ knowledge is finely tuned towards practical situations to deal with real patients [3].

### Patient management and medical expertise theory

Although research in the clinical case paradigm has provided us with a better understanding of the differences between the case representation in students and doctors, it has almost exclusively focused on diagnostic performance [15,18-20,22,29]. According to some authors [1,3,30-32], this is a limited perspective as patient management has received much less attention. This is in addition to the fact that patient workup consists of not only making a diagnosis, but also putting forward a management plan for the patient [30,33]. Doctors do much more than providing
a diagnosis and a large part of their activity consist of figuring out management plans for patients [30]. Table 4 shows a Management plan for the case provided by one of the expert participants.

**Table 4 Management protocol of a patient with Congestive Heart Failure (CHF)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Semi-sited position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Low fat/low salt diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Nasal O₂ 3-4 l/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Vital sign control every 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Digitalization if necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Intermittent elastic banding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Digoxin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>DC shock standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Input/Out(I/O)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Angiotensin-converting enzyme(ACE) inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Diuretics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Anticoagulation with heparin and warfarin if necessary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is obvious that providing the correct diagnosis, without managing the immediate needs, is not sufficient and may lead to the patient’s death. For instance, in the case above, because the patient is in pulmonary edema, it is imperative that a diuretic (e.g., Lasix) be immediately administered to resolve this urgent problem, or else the patient will suffocate. Studies have also highlighted the importance of management in the patient workup. For instance, it has been shown that medical doctors who consistently provide effective management (i.e. low rates of complication and death, and high rates of recovery and healing) are recognized as experts [4,34]. Other studies have indicated that extensive practice with patients appears to be linked to effective patient management [35,36]. Overall, it could be concluded that patient management is not only an essential component of medical practice, but also highly connected to expertise in medicine. As indicated above, the contemporary theory has treated the concepts of medical expertise and diagnostic focus as interchangeable, something that would reflect an incomplete picture of what it means to be a medical expert. It seems especially important to medical expertise research to have a good understanding of the nature of management knowledge and its organization in doctors’ minds. This is because the improved understanding in this area is considered essential in broadening the definition of a medical expert [37].

Taking the management focus into consideration would raise some new questions that should be addressed. For instance, in what way does management knowledge differ between experienced and less experienced doctors or students? Would a management focus lead to a different evaluation of the findings in a clinical case by a doctor?

What is the relationship between the diagnostic and the management knowledge during the course of development towards expertise?

Although previous studies in clinical case paradigm have not focused on the management task, reviewing them may reveal some findings that can be considered as a starting point. Some studies that investigated the structure of illness script already revealed a trace of management knowledge. For example, Boshuizen, Schmidt, Custers, and Van de Wiel [38] asked medical students and family physicians to describe the clinical picture of some diseases (this is not similar to previous clinical case studies because there was no diagnostic situation). Interestingly, about 6.5% of the generated items predominantly referred to patient management. These items were neglected and were not taken into consideration because they were not assigned to any known component of the illness script. In the works by Hobus et al. [26] and Custers et al. [25], which used the same method as above, the results showed that participants with higher levels of expertise provided more information concerning patient management. That is expected, as experienced doctors obviously possess more knowledge about patient management and this knowledge is part of their clinical knowledge. If management knowledge is a part of the experts’ knowledge, then why has it not appeared in most of the clinical case studies? In previous studies when participants were not explicitly asked to provide a diagnosis, management items did appear in the protocols. This is due to the fact that in their daily practice, doctors always diagnose and manage patients concurrently, and after a large number of patient encounters in practical settings, these two types of knowledge become integrated into one another [32,39].

**Table 5 The updated version of Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) illness script**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congestive Heart Failure(CHF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Faults</strong>: pulmonary edema, right-sided heart failure, left-sided heart failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consequences</strong>: Dyspnea, chest pain, peripheral edema, raised JVP, indigestion, cardiomegaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enabling conditions</strong>: old age, coronary artery diseases, previous CCU admission, smoking, hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management</strong>: Digoxin, Diuretics, DC shock, I/O control, ACE, Anticoagulation with heparin and warfarin if necessary, Digitalization if necessary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So it can be concluded that management is a neglected component of an illness script and should be incorporated into the illness script structure. An improved version of the illness script theory, therefore, contains information about the clinical presentation (i.e. consequences), the pathophysiological mechanisms (fault), risk factors (enabling condition), and finally the management plan.
knowledge and they are not able to use their knowledge to their newly acquired management. They are tuned to solve diagnostic (Dx) problems. More advanced students, on the other hand, might already have acquired some clinical experience in hospitals during their clinical rotations, and hence management has become a bit more concrete \[32,39\]. However, in contrast to clinical rotations, and hence management has become a bit more concrete \[32,39\]. The encounter of management tasks often starts considerably later (during the clinical phase) than that in diagnostic tasks. Consequently, less advanced students confronted with a management task, will most likely deal with it as if it were a diagnostic task because their scripts are tuned to solve diagnostic problems. More advanced students, on the other hand, might already have acquired some clinical experience in hospitals during their clinical rotations, and hence management has become a bit more concrete \[32,39\]. However, in contrast to experienced doctors, these advanced students are still in the middle of the process of linking their diagnostic knowledge to their newly acquired management knowledge and they are not able to use their knowledge to solve management problems.

### Conclusion and implications for further research

Although, as indicated, the patient management has received less attention in medical expertise research, the methods of clinical case studies could be adapted to study management knowledge acquisition and organization during the course towards expertise. A closer look at clinical case studies reveals that doctors and students, while processing case information, only had to work out what the case’s diagnosis was. The ensuing recall and pathophysiologist explanation therefore reflected how information was processed with a diagnostic focus. Changing this focus to a management focus could be obtained if participants are asked to read a case while thinking about patient management. Comparing these two case representations (i.e., diagnostic and management) may uncover the contribution of both to the development of medical expertise during education and practice. Further research may shed light on this neglected part of patient workup and may reveal that how management becomes a part of illness script and how it influences the way case information is processed. It can be concluded, therefore, that investigation into the doctors’ and medical students’ case representations in management could ultimately enable us to broaden our understanding of medical expertise.
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